
This addendum sheet lists errors that occurred in the first printing of the Companion Manual. The errors will be corrected in the second and following printings (designated on copyright page).

If you become aware of any additional errors or typos, please forward them to ethics@cpa.ca.

A. Printing Errors

Table of Contents

Chapter 5, Change p. 127 to p. 129.

Chapter 6, Teaching: Change p. 185 to p.184, and change heading to “Teaching/Training.”

Chapter 6, Research: Change p. 187 to p.191.

Chapter 9, Guidelines for Non-discriminatory Practice: Change p.285 to p.284.

Chapter 4

Page 77, Standard I.6: Change “use knowledge” to “use the knowledge”

Page 93, Standard II.9: Change “with broad” to “with a broad.”

Page 94, Standard II.16: Change “and interventions” to “and new interventions.”

Page 120, the heading “Beneficial Activities” and Standard IV.4: Remove from end of Standard IV.III. After Standard IV.III, should read:

Beneficial activities

IV.4 Participate in and contribute to formative and continuing education and to the professional and scientific growth of self, students, trainees, colleagues, collaborators, and the members of other disciplines as appropriate.

Page 123, Standard IV.19: Change “of discipline” to “of the discipline.”

Chapter 5

Page 148, left column, first paragraph: Change “with privacy” to “with the privacy.”

Page 148, right column, first paragraph: Change “can solved” to “can be solved.”

Page 171, right column, fifth paragraph: Change “may be” to “it may be.”

B. Content Error

p. 142, Step 6, Lines 8-9 of first paragraph: Change “first alternative” to “second alternative.”